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Azul! My name is Sam, thirty-something, son of immigrants with amazigh roots, 
80s child, 90s Teen and a photographer.
I was born and raised in Germany, but my roots are the Rif mountains in northern  
Morocco. 
In our native language which is called tmazight, We call ourselves amazigh, 
which literally means human.
My family left the Rif mountains and moved from Beni Touzine a small village to the big 
city Alhoceima in the 1950s.  
Actually Alhoceima is a small Mediterranean city, also known as Villa Sanjurjo or short 
Villa. Villa is famous for a sad reason because of its importance in the Rif war in the 
early 1920s. The war took place between the colonial power Spain and the Riffians. 
First the Riffians defeated the spanish forces, in what became known in spanish history 
as the disaster of Annual. 
With their Leader Abdelkrim the Riffians nearly gained all previously lost territories back. 
But in 1925, after a long and exhausting resistance, the spanish forces overrun  
Alhoceima bay. Over 12000 spanish soldiers against the united Riffian troops. 
The Spanish forces could only win by using chemical weapons against the Riffians.

This dark and brutal era in moroccan history brought me to learn more about my roots. 
This book is a result of a journey to my roots, to understand who I am.

I call myself the creative nomad, I am on a restless journey to find the right way to 
express what I see and feel. 

I believe that a picture is worth a thousand words so it has an elementary meaning in my 
world.
As a little kid I loved to scribble and I honestly loved it more than talking. 
I was very excited when one day my father brought me a polaroid. 
The ignition for the first photographic experiments: „picture yourself, pronto“ fascinated 
me. Back then it was the fastest way to capture moments. I was literally enlightened.

INTRODUCTION





Nevertheless paper and pencil had a comeback in my life, and I started drawing and 
painting. I derouved influences from many styles of Arts. Art epochs like Surrealism, 
Cubism, Pop Art and Artists like Salvador Dalí and Roy Liechtenstein impressed me. 
But when i discovered the bronze age of comicbooks it was like: CRASH, BOOM, BANG, 
love at the first sight. Storytelling images with less words and a lot of expression, 
till today the biggest influence to me.

At the age of 15 I discovered the reflex of my father, a Canon AE-1, which brought my 
focus back to photography. 
During school I learned to develop and edit images in the darkroom and discovered my 
love for black and white photography, especially when i first got in touch with the work of 
Ansel Adams and Robert Capa.

Meanwhile  photograpy is an integral part of my life, it is my passion. My camera is my 
companion and I try to catch everything 
around me, moments, faces, places.

All taglines are inspired from songs of great amazigh singers and songwriters of the 
1970s - 1990s, like Walid Mimoun, Khalid Izri, Ithran, Idir, Thidrin, Allal, Ayawen and so 
on. But also from young artists like Tifyur and Agraf. I admire their contribution to 
amazigh culture.

Chapter one „Roots“ is about Alhoceima, hometown of my parents and chapter two 
„Liberty“ about several places I visited in Morocco, like Marrakesh, Oujda, Ras El Ma, 
Tangiers, Nador and amongst others.
The title of this book is a reference to the Cherifian Anthem, the anthem of the Kingdom 
of Morocco.

Please enjoy my journey!
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ROOTS
MANY CAME TO DESTROY. WE ARE FROM HERE THAT IS NO LIE
- WALID MIMOUN -





ALHOCEIMA 

MY SPARROW
seeking TO SEE YOU

SORRY 

MY SISTER
 CAN`T VISIT YOU

- AYAWEN - 





O‘ WORLD
YOU CARRY US,

A BOAT 
TO THE 

FOREIGN LAND
- KHALID IZRI -













WE are still

alive
we did not die 

as you supposed
- TWATOUN - 





o mother, o father, i see it in my face and in my destiny
- iTHRAN - 











DEAR SEA, GIVE ME YOUR HAND. LET US BE COMPANIONS
- ALLAL - 







you are my brother
he is my brother

we are all brothers
- twatoun -













STILL YOUNG 
THEY BELIEVE

OH LORD 
THEY FORGOT 

THEIR BELIEF
- AYAWEN-









YEARS 
OF WAITING,

OF WISHFUL DREAMING
THIS CAN´T BE POSSIBLE

THIS CAN´T 

BE TRUE
- AYAWEN -















o dove, o dove,  flying to the sky, to the  mountains, over the sea
i send a letter with you to all cities you will see

- walid mimoun -



O‘WHY, 
O‘WHY, O‘WHY

THEY SOLD ME?
THEY SOLD

MY HEART TOO!
- WALID MIMOUN -









they told him
About this life

they told him
About the sorrow

they told him
About this land

they told him
ABOUt the 

pursuit of happinesS
- tifyur -





WITH OUR TEARS
on our back

with our tears

with our sweat
- walid mimoun -





come on
come on

together 
it will be easy

-idir -





YOUR FATHER GAVE YOU AWAY. YOU WERE  STILL YOUNG. 
HIS WISH - NOT YOUR WILL
- ithran - 





CHILDREN OF THIS WORLD, CHILDREN OF THIS WORLD
OH WE ARE ALL THE SAME

- KHALID IZRI -



CHILDREN OF THIS WORLD, CHILDREN OF THIS WORLD
OH WE ARE ALL THE SAME

- KHALID IZRI -



with tmazight i sing, that´s my language! 
with tears i sing, ´bout the hills of my rif!
- agraf - 





azul, azul, azul, my homeland 
-ayawen- 



azul, azul, azul, my homeland 
-ayawen- 



A SHOUT
I DID NOT UNDERSTAND

THEY TOLD ME
THESE ARE THE 

AMAZIGH
SHOUTING FROM 

THE MOUNTAINS
- AYAWEN-





don´t cry for me

my mother
be patient,  

please be patient
when  i am gone

don´t wait for news

don´t worry
- ayawen -
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Liberty
my homeland, mother of all homelands
- KHALID IZRI -





OH FOG, OH FOG, YOU ARE RAISING TO THE SKY
I AM SO TIRED, WANNA SEE MOTHER AND FATHER TODAY
- ALLAL -







come on, mercedes, come on 
the lord is a forgiver

- farid tozarin -









EVEN IF WE CROSS THE RIVER,  please forgive us mother
- ITHRAN -



















path of blood
blood of the 

martyrs
let morroccans

live free
- twatoun -









are we from here? 
are we from there?

no, no, no 
we are from here

we are sons of 
the amazigh

- ilmas -





















over the sea
upon the tide

restless heart 
day and night

- timesna -





our brother
the mariner

went to the sea
never cAme back

- timesna -





i never can 
forget 

my beloved

homeland
- thifridjas -





even when we left
we can´t forget you

our homelaND
we are bound 

to the names of

our tribes
- ayned -





DEAR FATHER, 
WHERE IS MY BROTHER, 

WHO STUDIED SO LONG? OH!

DEAR SON, 
HE IS STRUGGLIN´IN THE STREETS, 

BEGGIN´FOR SOME DORO!
- ALLAL -





i am in a plane, in the middle of the sky! 
i let my homeland down

- ithran -



i am in a plane, in the middle of the sky! 
i let my homeland down

- ithran -











it is raining
it is raining

if you could see me

full of tears
- mimount -









COLDNESS
 AND 

DUST
IN MY TRIBE

- WALID MIMOUN -





o my mother 
what went wrong?

why did you left me?
you left me as 

an orphan
sorrow and pain over me

- mimoun rafroua - 





i choose

my path

forever
- thidrin -









my tribe
they all have left you

my people
you´ve gone all

- hassan timira - 









with rifles and pride
something great

they did

the young and 

the old
- ayawen -







I hope you enjoyed the journey to my roots. 
Maybe I inspired You to discover Your own roots or to discover Morocco on Your own. 

Morocco is a very nice country with beautiful landscapes:
 
From the Atlantic coast to the Mediterranean sea. From the snowy summits of the 
Atlas to the rocky Rif mountains. 

But its greatest treasure, is its people: full of pride, love and hospitality.
The poorest of them are the greatest of them all - in this world and even beyond.
Please remember Morocco as a warm and comfy place and remember all the  
sorrow and pain it has lived through.

Sincerly Your

creative nomad

Sam





many thanks to my family and friends who supported me during this project, especially:

mum, dad, rachid, soufian, nadya, nassim, sara, nour-eddine, hassan, samia, eva, 
fabian, khadija, ouarda, sonja, marta, bilal, ikram, aziz, loubna, olaf, marion, florian, sara, 
mohamed, nico, ahmed, franzi and all my family and friends I forgot to mention yet.
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